We prove a general theorem on the completeness of the eigenvectors of linear operators in a Banach space. We then derive asymptotic estimates for the Green's functions of two-point boundary value problems which allow us to apply the above theorem to a wide class of such problems in the spaces L"(0, 1), l^/><co.
Introduction.
Let B denote a Banach space, and let B* denote its dual. A sequence {<pk} of elements of B is complete in B if the collection of all finite sums 2 afcç5ft, ak a scalar, is dense in B. The sequence {q>k} is closed in B if the only element y> of B* for which ^(93,.)=0, all k, is the zero of B*.
It is easily seen that {cpk} is closed if and only if {cpk} is complete.
For the case that the scalar field is the complex field, we consider the problem of determining if a sequence {yk} is complete in B, where the <pks arise as the eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of a linear operator T:B^-B. In the case that B is a Hubert space, there are completeness results provided that the resolvent operator is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator or an operator of class C.p, and the norm of the resolvent operator obeys certain growth conditions [1, pp. 1042, 1089, 1115] . These results are extended to Banach spaces in [9] , [10] .
If F: B^-B has a compact resolvent R(A, T) for some À, then the spectrum of F is at most countably infinite, consisting entirely of eigenvalues Xi which are poles of R(X, T) [8, p. 416] . The invariant subspace corresponding to an eigenvalue X{ is of finite dimension vt. By the operational calculus [7, pp. 287, 305] , the projection Pi of B onto the invariant subspace corresponding to )H has the form (i.i) PJ=2vM)<Pa> feB>
where <p(¡ e B, yi}e B*, and
(1-2) fuifkd = ôikôn-In §2, we shall prove the following result. Theorem 1.1. Let T:B^-B be a densely defined linear operator with compact resolvent. Then the sequence {tpkl} is complete in B provided that for each /->0 sufficiently large, the annulus 2r_;|A|=:3r contains a circle C centered at the origin, lying entirely in the resolvent set of T, such that (1.3) 11*0, T)\\ = K \k\"
for X on C, where K is a constant, and ¡i is an integer. Proof. If we asume that u(X)= 2£L0 ^fcw*> «"#0, is a solution of (2.2) for each X, in S, then we easily see that each uk is in the domain of £. Substituting this expression into (2.2), we must have um=0, a contradiction.
If X is in the resolvent set of £, then the unique solution to (2.2) is u(X) = -R(X, T)f
Thus any entire solution to (2.2) is an analytic continuation of -R(X, T)f onto the spectrum of £. Proof of Theorem. 1.1. Assume {cpk} is not closed in B. Then there exists an element g in £*, gy¿0, such that v(X) = R(X, T*)g is entire. Let X0 be a fixed complex number, with |A0| sufficiently large so that the Corollary. If B is reflexive, then under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the sequence {y>k} is complete in B*.
Proof.
If {y>k} is not closed in B*, then there exists/in 5** = Ä,/#0, such that F,/=0 for all i. The remainder of the discussion is as in the previous proof.
Completeness for ordinary differential operators.
Let / denote the nth order ordinary linear differential expression defined by The location of the eigenvalues of £is discussed in [2, p. 489] . It is convenient for this purpose to refer to the p-plane. We will use the notation of [2] , in particular the sectors S¿ are defined on p. 483, and the constants a and t are defined on p. 485. Let <5>0 be given. It is clear from the discussion in [2] that if each p e S( such that -pn is an eigenvalue of £ is centered at a disc of radius ô, then for r>0 sufficiently large, each region in Si of the form (2r)1/n^\p\^(3r)1/n contains many circular arcs centered at the origin of the p-plane, and not intersecting any of the discs. The image in the A-plane of such an arc is a circle C, centered at the origin of the ¿-plane, contained entirely in the resolvent set of £, and satisfying 2r<\X\<:3r. Proof. This is a direct consequence of equations (2.9) and (4.7) in [2, pp. 484, 492] .
Corollary.
If X= -pn is in the resolvent set of T, and if \p -p0\^<5 for each eigenvalue X0=-p¡¡, then for \X\ sufficiently large, (3.6) \G(x, t, X)\ ^jqA|(m+1-">/n, 0<lf,x<i, where K is a constant.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of equations (3.4) and (3.5).
We note at this point that there is no theoretical limit to the size of m. See [2, Theorem 5.3] . Let p denote the first integer no smaller than (m+l-n)ln. Theorem 3.2. // F is Stone regular, then for each X= -pn in the resolvent set of T such that \p -p0\^.ô for each eigenvalue A0=-p", asan operator from L" to Lv, (3.7)
\\R(X, Dl ^ K \X\».
Proof. By (3.6), we see that G, as a function to t, is of class F°°(0, 1), for fixed x and X. Thus G is in LQ(0, 1) for each q, l^q^oo.
If/is in Lv(0, 1), !: §/;< co, and if p+q=pq, then by Holder's inequality,
Thus ||«(-, m^KWWfh-Remark.
In particular, (3.7) holds on each circle C which is the image of a circular arc lying entirely in S'{. Theorem 3.3. // F is Stone regular, the eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions of T form a sequence which is complete in Lv(0, 1) for l<p<oo.
Corollary.
The eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions of T* are complete in Lv(0, I)for l</><co.
Remark.
The adjoint in L" of a two-point boundary value problem in L" is known to be another two-point boundary value problem (1 <p< oo), provided that the coefficients a¡ are sufficiently differentiable [5] , so in such a case the corollary provides no new information. If the a/a are not sufficiently differentiable, the V adjoint of F is a quasi-differential operator [4, p. 888] . Thus in these cases the corollary provides new information.
